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What is PeopleSoft HCM?

UAccess Employee is the University of Arizona’s branded version of the PeopleSoft Human Capital Management (HCM) application.

Why Are We Upgrading?

The Goal is to:

- Simplify users’ system Interaction to improve their experience by introducing new functionality such as activity-driven navigation
- Ensure tax, regulatory and security compliance
- Reduce maintenance costs with tools that enable release selection instead of bundled

Overview – Upgrading to PeopleSoft 9.2

PeopleSoft HCM Upgrade from version 9.0 to 9.2:

- Enables the university to leverage the latest technologies and innovative solutions that support strategic goals, business objectives and meet regulatory requirements
- Enhances the end user experience and delivers a more intuitive and easy to use application
- Features on-going support that includes critical alerts and data fixes which will be discontinued in the current version

When is the Upgrade Scheduled?

The project’s estimated “Go Live” date is October 19, 2015

Who are the Project Managers?

PRis Cantu, Director, Systems Control
Maysoon Eshelman, Assistant Director, Information & Technology Solutions, Human Resources
Cindy Camp, Sr. Applications Systems Analyst/Developer, UITS

How Can I Learn More?

PRis Cantu - pcantu@email.arizona.edu
Maysoon Eshelman - maysoon@email.arizona.edu

Who’s on the Project Team?

Who are the Subject Matter Experts?

Functional SMEs by Module

College/Department SMEs

Chem/Biochem
- Stephanie Moyer

CDM
- Patricia Markel

Engineering
- Pat Ellis

Humanities
- Kris Sansbury

President’s Office
- Cynthia Quijada

Provost’s Office
- Marilyn Taylor

SBS
- Cynthia Malbrain

Student Services
- Terri Sweet

Business Analysts
- Penny Brookhouse
- Penny Brookhouse
- Srinivas Reddy
- Esther Gallagher
- Albbie Montenegro
- Patrick Spelman
- Larry Jacob

Technical Developers
- Jimmy Long
- Jimmy Long
- Vicente Martinez
- Jack Hahl

System Administrators
- Larry Jacob
- Jack Hahl

Database Administrators
- Larry Jacob
- Jack Hahl

Payroll
- Michelle Meyer
- Michelle Meyer

Comm/Contact
- Kelly Tosh
- Catherine Zawada

Credit/Debit
- Janice Hahn
- Janice Hahn

Student Services
- Terri Sweet
- Terri Sweet

Faculty Admin
- Michelle Meyer
- Michelle Meyer

HR
- Shannon Hartsock
- Sharon Hartsock

MIS
- Albbie Montenegro
- Albbie Montenegro

Workforce Admin
- Michelle Meyer
- Michelle Meyer

Human Resources
- Maysoon Eshelman
- Maysoon Eshelman

IT
- Cindy Camp
- Cindy Camp